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Purpose: To investigate the patterns of fundus autofluorescence (FAF) abnormalities in
patients with central serous chorioretinopathy (CSC).

Methods: This cross-sectional observational study included 126 eyes of 118 patients
who were diagnosed with central serous chorioretinopathy from December 2006 to April
2012 at Kyung Hee University Hospital, Seoul, Korea. Fundus autofluorescence patterns
were analyzed with spectral domain optical coherence tomography and visual acuity.

Results: Fundus autofluorescence patterns were grouped as blocked (38.9%), mottled
(8.7%), hyper (31.0%), hyper/hypo (13.5%), or descending tract (8.0%). The duration of
symptoms was 7.8 (±20.4), 28.3 (±31.8), 42.5 (±69.1), 163.8 (±183.5), and 174.5 (±162.3)
days in the blocked, mottled, hyper, descending tract, and hyper/hypo groups, respectively
(P , 0.001). The blocked FAF group had the best visual acuity (P = 0.011). The intact
ellipsoid zone on the spectral domain optical coherence tomography was mostly found
in the blocked FAF group (P , 0.001), and the disrupted ellipsoid zone was commonly
exhibited in the hyper/hypo and descending tract groups. Disrupted external limiting mem-
brane line on the spectral domain optical coherence tomography was seen in two patients
of the descending tract group only.

Conclusion: The FAF abnormalities in central serous chorioretinopathy show multiple
patterns and are related with the chronicity and visual acuity. Fundus autofluorescence
patterns in central serous chorioretinopathy are helpful when considering the timing of
treatment and predicting the disease status.
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Central serous chorioretinopathy (CSC) is an idio-
pathic syndrome occurring in young to middle-aged

adults, characterized by serous detachment of the neu-

rosensory retina. It is also associated with leakage of
fluid from the choroid and focal leakage at the level of
the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE).1–9 In the early
phases of the acute CSC, the visual acuity is relatively
good despite the presence of serous retinal detachment.
Later, patients often complain of blurred vision, mi-
cropsia, and metamorphopsia. The acute form of this
disease generally resolves spontaneously, with a return
to almost normal visual acuity.10–12 However, the
chronic form of this disease is often associated with
visual acuity decline and atrophic and degenerative
changes of the retina and RPE.6 However, there are
no definitive criteria to distinguish between acute and
chronic CSC, as the criteria remain unclear. The current
classification of such patients depends on the symptom
duration that they recall.4,13,14 Singh et al15 reported the
high discordance among retina specialists in describing
CSC subtypes and demonstrated the need for a refined
classification system of CSC.
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Fundus autofluorescence (FAF) is a noninvasive
method that provides functional images of the fundus,
by using the stimulated emission of light from
endogenous fluorophores, the most significant being
lipofuscin. Lipofuscin is generated as a by-product of
the retinoid cycle after the phagocytosis of photore-
ceptor outer segments (OS) by the RPE and demon-
strates fluorescence between 500 nm and 750 nm with
a peak emission at 630 nm.16 Hyperautofluorescence
in CSC arises from the RPE or the accumulated pho-
toreceptor outer segment not being phagocytized by
the RPE or macrophages with a phagocytized outer
segment.17 Excessive accumulation of lipofuscin rep-
resents a common pathogenetic pathway in various
monogenetic and complex retinal diseases and is
believed to precede photoreceptor degeneration.18–20

Fundus autofluorescence detects changes of fluoro-
phores, reflects the status of the RPE activity, and
reveals changes in the retina over the early and late
CSC. Thus, recently, FAF imaging has been widely
used to study CSC.2,5,13,21–40 Morphological retinal
changes in the outer retinal layer also lead to abnormal
FAF owing to the abnormal retinol metabolism and
lipofuscin accumulation.41 By analyzing the associa-
tion between FAF, chronicity, visual acuity, and spec-
tral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT)
in a large sample size, we can infer the association
between FAF pattern and CSC status. In addition,
when determining whether to hold or start active treat-
ment, FAF patterns would be helpful in distinguishing
acute from chronic CSC. In this study, we analyzed the
FAF patterns of CSCs, classifying them into five
groups. Each FAF pattern was then analyzed based
on the visual acuity, the accompanying SD-OCT find-
ings, and the symptom duration.

Methods

Patients

This study involved a retrospective review of the
medical records of consecutive patients with idiopathic
CSC, who were examined at the Kyung Hee Univer-
sity Hospital, Seoul, Korea, from December 2006 to
April 2012. This study was approved by the Institu-
tional Review Board Committee of Kyung Hee
University Hospital. This research adhered to the
tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. All patients
diagnosed with idiopathic CSC during the period were
analyzed. The idiopathic CSC was diagnosed when
serous detachment of the neurosensory retina, includ-
ing the macula, was confirmed by SD-OCT, leakage at
the RPE level was shown in fluorescein angiography
(FA), and choroidal hyperpermeability was noted in

indocyanine green angiography (ICGA). The subjects
included were those with symptoms for CSC involving
the macular area. Patients with neovascular maculop-
athy such as age-related macular degeneration, poly-
poidal choroidal vasculopathy, idiopathic choroidal
neovascularization, or retinal vascular diseases were
excluded from the study. Patients with intraocular
inflammation, optic disk pit, or posterior segmental
tumor were excluded. Patients who had undergone
laser photocoagulation or photodynamic therapy for
CSC were excluded from the study. Eyes with bilateral
involvement were analyzed individually.
All patients underwent a complete ophthalmologic

examination including best-corrected visual acuity
(BCVA), slit-lamp biomicroscopy, fundus photogra-
phy, FA, ICGA, SD-OCT, and FAF imaging. Best-
corrected visual acuity was measured with the standard
Snellen chart at 6 m and converted into the logarithm
of the minimum angle of resolution visual acuity for
statistical analysis.
A confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (cSLO,

Heidelberg Retina Angiograph 2 system; Heidelberg
Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany), combined with
SD-OCT (SPECTRALIS HRA + OCT; Heidelberg
Engineering) was used to acquire simultaneous imag-
ing of the retinal morphology and FAF. Retinal fluo-
rescence was excited by 488-nm pulsed blue laser light
and detected with a barrier filter at 500 nm.
An abnormal FAF was defined as either an

increased or decreased FAF signal when compared
with the normal background FAF, outside of such
lesions.35 We classified FAF imaging into five patterns
as blocked AF, mottled AF, hyper AF, hyper/hypo AF,
or descending tract. A pattern was defined as blocked
FAF if there were no changes or uniform changes in
decreased autofluorescence where subretinal fluids
(SRFs) existed (Figure 1); mottled FAF showed
a grainy or coarse region of increased FAF when com-
pared with the normal surrounding background fluo-
rescence (Figure 2); hyper FAF showed an increased
FAF signal when compared with that outside the
lesion (referred to as normal FAF) (Figure 3); hyper/
hypo FAF was characterized by a mixed form of hy-
perautofluorescence and hypoautofluorescence (Figure
4); and descending tract exhibited a downward leading
swathe of decreased autofluorescence originating from
the posterior pole to extend below the level of the
inferior arcade (Figure 5).27 To assess the interob-
server variability for this novel FAF classification,
two independent retinal specialists, E.S.K. and
S.-Y.Y., classified FAF images along the predominant
FAF pattern at the posterior pole. The analysis was
repeated after 1 week to determine intraobserver
variability.
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The status of the foveal external limiting membrane
(ELM) and the ellipsoid zone (EZ) on the SD-OCT
images was judged to be either intact or disrupted. The
protruding mass at the OS line in the area of serous
retinal detachment was described as OS elongation.
When there are focal hyperreflective protruding
masses at the RPE layer and in the space between
the RPE layer and the Bruch membrane, it is defined
as an RPE proliferation.

Statistical Analyses

Statistical analysis was performed using the PASW
statistics tool (version 18.0.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).
We investigated the correlation between the FAF
patterns, BCVA, and the SD-OCT findings, using
the Kruskal–Wallis and Fisher’s extract test. Intra-
observer and interobserver variability was determined
with k statistics. For all tests, P value , 0.05 was
defined as statistically significant.

Results

The subjects of this study were 126 eyes of 118
patients. The mean patient age was 46.5 (±9.2) years,
with 100 men (84.7%) and 18 women (15.3%). The
mean logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution

BCVA was 0.32 (±0.32) (20/40). Eight patients (6.8%)
showed bilateral CSC (Table 1).
The eyes were classified into five different patterns

according to the results of topographic alteration in
FAF. They were classified as blocked FAF (49 eyes,
38.9%), mottled FAF (11 eyes, 8.7%), hyper FAF (39
eyes; 30.0%), hyper/hypo FAF (17 eyes, 13.5%), and
descending tract (10 eyes, 7.9%). Classification of the
FAF images, by 2 independent observers, resulted in
an agreement in 82.5% of the cases. The interobserver
variability was k = 0.76 (95% confidence interval,
0.77–0.93). The intraobserver variability for observer
I was k = 0.86 (95% confidence interval, 0.72–0.89)
and for observer II was k = 0.82 (95% confidence
interval, 0.66–0.85).
There was a difference in the duration of symptoms

according to the FAF patterns. The blocked FAF (7.8
± 20.4 days) showed the shortest duration of symp-
toms, followed by the mottled FAF (28.3 ± 31.8 days),
hyper FAF (42.5 ± 69.1 days), hyper/hypo FAF (174.5
± 162.3 days), and descending tract (163.8 ± 183.5
days) (P , 0.001). Best-corrected visual acuity also
showed that the blocked FAF had a better acuity (P =
0.011, Table 2). The intact EZ of the SD-OCT images
seemed to be more pronounced with the blocked, mot-
tled, and hyper FAF than hyper/hypo FAF and de-
scending tract (P , 0.001, Table 2). Markedly, all
eyes of the blocked FAF showed intact EZ. The

Fig. 1. Fundus auto-
fluorescence image (A) shows
a homogeneous background
fluorescence and a uniform
change from the FAF of the
normal background (blocked
FAF). There is a decrease in the
FAF intensity where the SRF
existed and shows uniform
changes. Spectral domain opti-
cal coherence tomography
image (B) shows SRF in the
region where the FAF intensity
decreased.

Fig. 2. Fundus autofluorescence image (A) shows a grainy or coarse region (white arrow) of increased FAF compared with the FAF of normal
background (mottled FAF). Spectral domain optical coherence tomography image (B) shows SRF. Spectral domain optical coherence tomography
image of the foveal and parafoveal regions (C) shows outer segment elongation (dotted double arrow) and subretinal deposits (white arrow).
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disrupted ELM was found only in 2 cases of the de-
scending tract group (P = 0.006; Figure 5 and Table
2). OS elongation was frequently found in the mottled
FAF, the hyper FAF, and the hyper/hypo FAF (P ,
0.001; Figure 2 and Table 2). There was also a differ-
ence in the RPE proliferation according to FAF pat-
terns (P , 0.001), and it was frequently found in the
hyper FAF, the hyper/hypo FAF, and the descending
tract groups (Figure 3 and Table 2).

Discussion

Fundus autofluorescence imaging is an imaging
method that allows topographic mapping of lipofuscin
distribution in the RPE as well as of other fluorophores
that may occur with the disease of the outer retina and
the subneurosensory retinal space.42 In this study, we
have classified patterns of FAF into the blocked FAF,
the mottled FAF, the hyper FAF, the hyper/hypo FAF,
or the descending tract in the eyes with CSC.
The blocked FAF pattern was characterized by no

change in autofluorescence or by a uniformly decreased
autofluorescence. The decreased autofluorescence is
most likely to be related to the blockage of the FAF
signal by the SRF.43 Blocked FAF is believed to be
present in the early phase of the disease, considering

the short duration of symptoms as seen in our results.
The mottled FAF pattern showed diffusely speckled
hyperautofluorescence. We confirmed that this pattern
is likely related to the longer duration of SRF when
compared with the blocked FAF. This may result from
the patchy accumulation of the shed photoreceptor OS
that is autofluorescent due to the fluid shifting into the
lobulated subretinal space over time.17,42,44,45 Matsu-
moto et al30 reported that the increased mottled FAF
seemed to originate from the elongated photoreceptor
OS, in the detached retina. With time, patchy accumu-
lation in the subretinal space distributed generally and
uniformly within the subretinal space, i.e., increased
diffused FAF was demonstrated. Symptom duration
was longer in patients with hyper FAF when compared
with the mottled FAF. As time passed, the hypo FAF
was demonstrated in damaged RPE due to the mechan-
ical damages by SRF and the accumulated autofluores-
cent materials. It was proposed that as hypo FAF
occurred in the hyper FAF area, hyper FAF and hypo
FAF coexist.49 In addition, chronic patients had varying
degrees of atrophy including broader areas of geo-
graphic atrophy in the macula and gravity-driven fluid
tracks descending inferiorly. These tracts were typically
hyperautofluorescent when the fluid first occurred
but became increasingly hypoautofluorescent as the
RPE cells got damaged in the pathway of the fluid

Fig. 3. Fundus auto-
fluorescence image (A) shows
an increase in FAF intensity
around the macula and in the
temporal area, compared with
the FAF of normal background
(hyper FAF). Spectral domain
optical coherence tomography
image (B) shows an elongation
of the photoreceptor’s outer
segments around the macula
and loss of photoreceptor of the
temporal area that results in
increased transmission of retinal
pigment epithelium
fluorescence.

Fig. 4. Fundus autofluorescence image (A) with hyperautofluorescence and hypoautofluorescence (hyper/hypo FAF). Spectral domain optical
coherence tomography images (B) and (C) show intact ELM (pointing triangles) and disruption of the EZ (white arrow).
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(Figure 6).1 In this study, this was termed the descend-
ing tract group.
Lee et al5 reported FAF patterns in CSC according

to the course of the disease. They analyzed the FAF
findings by dividing the patients with CSC into acute,
chronic, and sequela. They observed hyper FAF, hypo
FAF, or minimal changes at acute CSC and discrete
hyper FAF dots or descending tract at chronic CSC.
They reported that these FAF findings helped with the
more accurate assessment of the disease status and
prognosis and helped with the proper treatment modal-
ity used in the clinic. Our findings support these argu-
ments. We performed more detailed classification in
our study. We classified FAF images first without
information about the chronicity and analyzed visual
acuity and symptom duration of patients in each
group. In a study conducted by Lee et al,5 many of
the findings of acute CSC and chronic CSC were
found in patients in our study, and their chronicity
was also consistent with our study.
Zola et al46 reported FAF pattern changes over time

in patients with chronic CSC. The most common base-
line pattern in their study was granular hypo FAF.
Subsequently, the earliest change in chronic CSC
was a diffuse hyper FAF followed by the development
of hypo FAF spots with time. These FAF pattern
changes are similar to our findings. However, Zola
et al reported that this change in FAF is very slow
and not good for use in clinical trials. The FAF pattern
changes in our study occurred very slowly, as reported
by Zola et al, and the degree of change and time varied
from person to person, making it difficult for it to be
used in a clinical trial. However, since we can deduce
the status of the disease, we think that the FAF pattern
can help us decide whether it is time to consider active
treatment.
Dysli et al2 demonstrated shorter fluorescence life-

times in acute CSC and prolonged fluorescence
lifetimes in chronic CSC due to increased concentra-
tions of lipofuscin. They showed that FAF change was

associated with worse visual acuity. They also re-
ported that fluorescence lifetimes may give a clue to
the functional state of the photoreceptors as short life-
times may suggest that the phototransduction cycle is
still intact while the appearance of longer lifetimes
may suggest structural damage. Our findings that
visual acuity was poor in groups with large changes
in FAF are consistent with their report, although there
are differences in the study methodology.
In our study, the blocked FAF showed the best

visual acuity among all others. This suggests that the
visual acuity could be maintained with intact ELM and
EZ because the serous retinal detachment duration is
shorter and less perturbed due to the closed SRF. The
hyper/hypo and descending tract groups showed the
least favorable visual prognosis in our study. Similar
results were reported by Imamura et al27 where con-
fluent and granular hypofluorescence and descending
tract were related to decreased vision. This result may
be derived from disrupted EZ due to chronicity. Some
of the interesting findings of this study were that
the frequency of disrupted EZ increased in FAF pat-
terns with longer duration of symptoms and that
decreased visual acuity corresponded to disrupted
EZ. Ojima et al4 reported similar results where the
eyes with defects at the subfoveal inner segment/outer

Fig. 5. Fundus autofluorescence image (A) shows a downward leading swathe of decreased autofluorescence, originating from the posterior pole and
extending below the level of the inferior arcade (descending tract). Spectral domain optical coherence tomography images (B) and (C) show the
disruption of the ELM and the EZ.

Table 1. Clinical Characteristics of Patients

Variables Data

No. of eyes 126
No. of patients 118
Mean age (yrs) 46.5 ± 9.2
Sex, N (%)
Men 100 (84.7)
Women 18 (15.3)

Mean BCVA LogMAR
(Snellen equivalent)

0.32 ± 0.32 (20/40)

Mean duration of
symptom (weeks)

55.2 ± 106.6

LogMAR, logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution.
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segment (IS/OS) junction had poor visual acuity.
Thus, FAF patterns could be used to predict disease
chronicity and visual prognosis. OS elongation was
found frequently in the mottled FAF, hyper FAF,
and hyper/hypo FAF groups, but not in the descending
tract group (P = 0.082). This is in agreement with
other reports that both OS and IS were elongated dur-
ing the development of the disease and outer plexiform
layer thinning occurred with time.14,47

Yu et al48 divided the OCT finding of the outer bor-
der of the photoreceptor in CSC into smooth, granu-
lated, and scattered dots attached to the ELM. The
median symptom duration of each finding was 18,
180, and 1,855 days respectively. These findings are
similar to those seen in our study. In our study, the
findings of the outer segment elongation and subretinal
deposits (Figures 2 and 3) in the mottled the FAF, hyper
FAF, and hyper/hypo FAF groups corresponded to the
“granulated” group in their study. The disruption of the
EZ seen in the descending tract FAF group in our study
corresponded to the “scattered dot” group in their study,
and the trend of symptom duration is also similar.
Retinal pigment epithelium proliferation was found

in the descending tract, hyper/hypo FAF, hyper FAF,
mottled FAF, and blocked FAF groups, in the order of

frequency, which was in accordance with the duration
of symptoms. Retinal pigment epithelium proliferation
may be due to sustained pressure on pigment epithelial
detachment over time. This mechanical RPE defect
may be compensated with RPE cellular proliferation.24

The agreement of the FAF classification was 82.5%,
and the k-values of intraobserver and interobserver
variability were between 0.76 and 0.86 in our study;
this was equivalent to the FAF classification of age-
related macular degeneration, with an agreement of 82%
and k-values from 0.74 to 0.8.43 This reveals the reliabil-
ity of the FAF classification system in our study.
When evaluating CSC, an understanding of the

chronicity of the disease is important for determining
the treatment plan. Generally, CSC is divided into
acute or chronic according to a duration period of 3
months or 6 months. However, there has been no
objective standard to evaluate the chronicity of CSC.
Our study demonstrated the correlation between visual
acuity and FAF pattern, in relation with the duration of
symptoms, and showed that FAF imaging could be
used to predict the chronicity of CSC.
The limitation to this study includes its retrospective

design and the small number of patients in each FAF
pattern group. Another limitation to this study is that

Table 2. Difference in Patient Characteristics Among Fundus Autofluorescence Patterns

Blocked AF Mottled AF Hyper AF
Hyper/
Hypo AF

Descending
Tract P

Number 49 11 39 17 10
Duration of
symptom (days)

7.8 ± 20.4 28.3 ± 31.8 42.5 ± 69.1 174.5 ± 162.3 163.8 ± 183.5 ,0.001*

Mean BCVA LogMAR
(Snellen equivalent)

0.21 ± 0.26
(20/32)

0.36 ± 0.31
(20/40)

0.35 ± 0.34
(20/40)

0.48 ± 0.38
(20/50)

0.47 ± 0.32
(20/50)

0.011*

Disruption of EZ
junction, N (%)

0 (0) 1 (9.1) 2 (5.1) 9 (52.9) 7 (70.0) ,0.001†

Disruption of ELM, N (%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (20.0) 0.006†
OS elongation, N (%) 3 (6.1) 6 (54.5) 29 (74.4) 7 (41.2) 0 (0) ,0.001†

LogMAR, logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution; OS, photoreceptor outer segments.
*Kruskal–Wallis test.
†Fisher’s extract test.

Fig. 6. Diagram showing the
changes of fluorescence and
microstructure of the outer ret-
ina and the RPE of patients with
CSC. ONL, outer nuclear layer;
OPL, outer plexiform layer.
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the duration of symptoms is dependent on the sub-
jective recall of the patient, so there may be some
disagreement regarding its exact duration. However,
objective determination of symptom duration is not
possible. Therefore, this is an inborn error.
In conclusion, FAF imaging may be used as

a supplementary diagnostic tool to evaluate the
chronicity of CSC and help determine the treatment
plan. Also, the current study showed that the FAF
patterns corresponded to the integrity of EZ and
correlated with chronicity and visual acuity, which
may be associated with the chronicity of the disease.
Further investigations on FAF patterns and CSC in
larger patient groups will allow us to identify the
disease characteristics of each patient by analyzing
FAF patterns, including responses to treatment, and
prognosis.

Key words: autofluorescence, central serous cho-
rioretinopathy, classification, optical coherence
tomography.
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